In this note we determine explicitly the inequivalent models over R of certain varieties U = Y\H n where T is a unit group of a totally indefinite quaternion algebra over a totally real number field k, \k : Ql = n, and H = upper half-plane. For each model defined over R we give a formula for the number of connected components of the manifold of real points of U.
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1. Let A be a totally indefinite division quaternion algebra over a totally real number field k, ® a maximal order in A, and F = {7 E ® x with reduced norm v(i) =1}. We fix an isomorphism X: 
] E I x (k) 2 \ p t e S. Finally, there exists a certain l-cocycle r -* t T^ in ^(Autfo 5), I 1 (k)/I 1 (k) 2 lf(k)) where lf(k) is the subgroup of I x (k) generated by the primes of S such that A\xt h (k, S, V) = {r G Aut(fc, S) such that t T ^ = 1}. A similar 1-cocycle with values in I(k)/I(k) 2 I s (k) describes Aut(*. S, T). (2) If & G N A x (T) is any element of totally negative reduced norm-such elements exist by strong approximation-then the coset pN A x(T)/k x r in N A x (T)/k x F consists of all elements of this group which correspond to antiholomorphic involutions in Isom(£7). Finally, since N A x(T)/k x F is abelian, any two elements x and x in ($N A x(r)/k x T correspond to Aut H (U) conjugate involutions
is in one-to-one correspondence with a subset of the R-forms of U.
REMARK. The theorem classifies only those R-forms coming from involutions which do not permute the factors of H n \ of course if Aut(fc, S) is trivial, these are all. As for the number of connected components of the real points in the case where K is imbeddable, an easy covering space argument together with a computation analogous to that used by Eichler [1] and Shimizu [3] to compute the trace of Hecke operators yields an explicit formula. 
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